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ABSTRACT 

ATM continues to gain acceptance as a unifying communications technology for traffic of both digital and 

analog origins. The main characteristic of an ATM network is its discrete time (slotted) operation and 

fixed-length packets. 

In this paper we analyze the performance of a fileserver operating in an ATM network to serve files to 

a group of workstations upon requests of the latters. We assume that the file requests arrive into the file

server as short messages of one packet each. The files themselves are assumed to have a geometrically dis

tributed number of packets. The requests arriving into the fileserver are buffered in a queue and are treat

ed on a first come first serve (FCFS) basis. A request is dismissed from the queue only when its associat

ed file has been fully transmitted to the requesting station. 

We analyze three metrics for the fileserver: occupancy, unfinished work, and waiting time. For each of 

these metrics, we obtain the probability generating function (PGF), the entire distribution, and the expec

tation. 
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1. Introduction 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [1] technology has recently emerged as the dominant standard in 

communications networks. Its main characteristic is its discrete time (slotted) operation and fixed-length 

packets of 53 bytes each. This technology has made possible implementing Integrated Services Data 

Networks (ISDNs), where traffic originating from data, audio and video sources flows harmoniously [11]. 

As a consequence, there is currently an upsurge of research on the performance analysis of ATM comput

er netrowks (see e.g. [4], [7], and [5].) 

In this paper we analyze the performanc of a fileserver operating in an ATM network containing also 

N :S oo workstations. The fileserver and the workstations communicate with each other using fixed-length 

packets. Time is divided into units, called slots, each has the duration of the transmission time of one pack

et. 

Queued requests FileseiVer 

D L-----> '----> 

Figure 1: Fileserver model. 

When a worksttion requires a file from the fileserver it sends a request, in the form of a packet, to the 

fileserver. The fileserver buffers the arrivind requests in a queue and handles them on a first come first 

serve (FCFS) basis. When a request is served, i.e. when the file it is asking for is transmitted to the request

ing workstation, the request is dismissed from the queue and the next request in line begins service. The 

requested files vary in length. A file could be very short, e.e. one packet, or huge, e.g. mega packet, or any

thing in between. That is, while a request arrived in always 1 slot, its "service time" can be any number 

X, 1 :S X :S oo, of slots. 

We analyze three work metrics for the fileserver: occupancy, unfinished work, and waiting time. It 

should be noted that the occupancy was analyzed in a previous work [8]. However, the analysis technique 

in this paper is different and, more importantly, is more rigorous. Also the occupancy and waiting time 

were analyzed in [13], but for a constant service time of 1 slot (i.e. X= 1). 

The analysis tool is queueing theory [6]. In particular, the fileserver is modelled as a discrete time queu

ing system with Markovina characteristics [8], [9]. For each of the three metrics analyzed, we obtain the 

probability generating function (PGF), the entire distribution, and the expectation. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section the assumptions of the fileserver will be intro

duced. In section 3 the system occupancy is analyzed, in section 4 the unfinished work is analyzed, and 

finally in section 5 the waiting time is analyzed. In section 6 some concluding remarks are made. 
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2. Model Assumptions 

In this section will introduce the assumptions of the queueing model that will represent the fileserver. 

First, time is slotted, withe ach slot duration equal to the transmission time of one packet. Requests arrive 

from the workstations to the fileserver may be more than one packet. A request is always are stored in a 

buffer in the fileserver. The buffer has infinite capacity. A request is dismissed from the head of the queue 

only when the file it is asking for has been fully transmitted by the fileserver. 

Requests are generated by many sources. However, the fileserver can receive at most one request (from 

all the workstations) per slot. In particular, we will assume that in any slot, the probability that a request 

will arrive in r and the probability that it will not arrive is r = 1 - r. In other words, the request interarrival 

time is gemoetrically distributed with expectation llr. Also this means that the arrival process is Bernoulli 

with arrival rate r packets per slot. 

We will look on the fileserver system as made up of two distinct parts: the queue (or buffer) and the 

server. The queue operates in a first-come-first serve (FCFS) manner. A request arriving at the system in 

a given slot will be stored in the queue, behind the requests that arrived ahead of it, if any, until the serv

er is free, when it begins service. For reasons of synchronization, a request cannot begin service except at 

the beginning of a slot. Therefore, a request arriving in an empty system will have to waitn in the queue 

for the remainder of the arrival slot until it begins service at the beginning of the next slot. 

The fileserver can serve only one file at a time. That is, our queuing system has a single server. The 

served files depart the fileserver at the rate of s packets per slot, provided the buffer is not empty. That is, 

a packet being served in a certain slot will depart the server by the end of that slot with probability s and 

will not depart with probability s = 1 - s. This implies that the length of each file, expressed in packets, is 

geometrically distributed with parameters, and that the expected length of each file is 1/s. 

Since the packet departure rate is content dependent, it will be denoted by s
1

n , where n is the current 

number of requests in the file server. Note that s
1

n = 0 for n = 0 since the fileserver cannot serve a request 

when there are not any. Note also that s
1

n = 0 for n < 0 since the number n of reuests cannot be negative. 

Thus, s
1
n = s only for n > 0. That is, 

n>O 
n:SO (1) 

The above assumptions lead us to a discrete-time counterpart of the continuous-time M/M/1 queuing 

system, which indicates exponentially distributed interarrival time, exponentially distributed service time, 

and one server [2]. That is because the geometric distribution is the discrete counterpart of the continuous 

exponential distribution. 

In the sequel we will analyze the fileserver under these assumptions. Our analysis will rely principally 

on random variables (RV s ), which are all nonnegative and integral valued. 

3. System Occupancy 

In this section we will determine the fileserver occupancy, i.e. the numper P of requests in the file server 

at an arbitary slot in steady state. Clearly, P is a RV. three characterization of P will be obtained: the prob

ability generating function (PGF), the probability distribution and the expectation. 
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Let P' denote the fileserver offupancy at the end of an arbitrary slot k, k = 0, 1, .... Also, let Ak be the 

number of requests that arrive into the system during slot k. From the assumptions, we can see that Ak is a 

Bernoulli RV with the distribution. 

n=l 

n=O (2) 

Let Dk be the number of requests that depart the system during slot k. From the assumptions, we can see 

that Dk+1 is a Bernoulli RV dependent on the occupancy P\ at the end of the preceding slot, with the fol

lowing conditional distribution 

{ 

s ifi =l,j >0 
k 1 s if i = 0, j > 0 

d ff/ L 1 = Pr [ D + = iiP k= j ]= 1 if i = 0, j = 0 
0 otherwise 

(3) 

It is now clear that the occupancy at the end of slot k + 1 is 
pk+I = pk _ Dk+I + Ak+I' (4) 

Note that the RV on the right hand side is never negative due to the way Dk+
1 
and Pk are correlated. 

k 
Let us define the PGF of P by 

Pk (z) = E[zpk]. 

Using this definition on both sides of ( 4) we get 
k+l pk k+l k+l 

P (z) = E [z ~n +A ] 

Due to the fact that Ak+I is independent of both Pk and Dk+I, it follows that 
k+l -lr k+l k+I 

P (z)=E[J'·-n ]E{z4). (5) 

. = Ak+I (z) E [zPk-nk+\ 
pc 0 k+l 

The factor E [ z - ] can be evaluated as follows. 
~lr k+l ~ir k+l k 

E [ !'"'-D ] E [ !'"'-D 11' = 0, Dk+I = 0] Pr [ Pk = 0, D +I= 0] 
_Jr k+l 

+ E [ J'·-n iF"= 0, Dk+I = 1] Pr [ pc = 0, Dk+I = 1] 
~lr k+l 

+ E [ !'"'-D IPk > 0, Dk+I = 0] Pr [ Pk > 0, Dk+I = 0] 
~lr k+l 

+ E [ !'"'-D 11' > 0, Dk+I = 1] Pr [ Pk > 0, Dk+I = 1] 

E [ i]Pr [Dk+I = 011' = 0] Pr [ Pk = 0] 

+ E [ z"1]Pr [Dk+1 
= liPk = 0] Pr [ Jl = 0] 

pk k+l ~ ~ 
+ E [ z ]Pr [D = Ol.r > 0] Pr [ .r > 0] 

pk·I k+I k ~ 
+ E [ z ]Pr [D = liP > 0] Pr [ .r > 0] 

Substituting from (3) yields 

E [ zpk_nk+l] I= l.l.pJ' + 0 + E rzPk]. s 0 Pr [Pk > 0] 

r 
k-11 

+ E zP J s. Pr [P k > 0] 

k _ k k ~ n-1 k = Po + s (P (z) - Po ) + ~ Z P n 
n=O 

= pJ' + s(Pk (z) - Pok) + ~ n~O Pnk zn PJ' 
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= pJ+sPk(z)-spJ+~(Pk(z)-pJ) 
pk-nk+I 

Substituting for E [ z ] in ( 5) we get 
k+J k+l k k+l 

zP (z)=A (z)P (z)(zs+s)+A (z)sp (z-1) (6) 
- 0 k k+l 

If r < s, the system reaches steady stake as k ---7 oo, in which case the PGFs P (z) and A (z) converge 

to the common PGFs P(z) and A(z), respectively. Hence in steady states (6) becomes 

Solving for P (z) we get 

Substituting for A (z) yields 

zP(z) =A (z) P(z) (zs + s) +A (z) sp
0 
(z- 1). 

A (z) s (z- 1) Po 
P (z) = 

z- A (z) (s + sz) . 

(f+rz) s (z-1) Po 
P(z) = z- (r+rz) (s+sz) 

(r + rz) s (z - 1) Po 
= 

z- sf - srz- fsz -rsz 2 

(f + rz) sp0 = 
sr - rsz 

The value of p
0 

can be evaluated using the normalization condition 

P(1)=1. 

Substituting by z = 1 in (7) and noting that sr- rs = s - r, we find 

Solving for p
0 
so we get 

p (1) = (i' + r. 1) spo 
sf-rs.1 
spa 

=s-r= 1 

Po=1-~=1-p 

(7) 

(8) 

This is the probability that the fileserver is empty at an arbitrary slot in steady state. Note that for a valid 

(i.e. nonnegative) value of p
0

, we should have r :S s. Note, however, that if r = s then p
0 
= 0, meaning that 

the fileserver will never be empty. Note lastly that since Po is the probability that the fileserver is empty, 

then its complement p is the probability that the fileserver is busy. The higher the p the busier the file

server. Indeed, p is called fileserver utilization, offered load, or traffic intensity. 

Substituting for P 0 in (7), yields 

(f + rz) (s- r) 
P (z) = 

sf- rsz 
(9) 

It is time now to fine the distributionpnofthe occupancy. To do that, P(z) will be rewritten as follows. 

p (s- r) 
P (z) = -

r 
z - + (1- p) 1 -

1- p~ z 1- p~ z 
(10) 

r r 

Each term on the RHS seems to contain a sum of an infinite geometric series. The second sum is straight 
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forward, whereas the first has a problem. To handle this problem, we know that 

Multiplying both sides by z gives 

1 = f an zn, lazl < 1 
1-az n=O 

00 

_Zc____ = L an-1 zn 
1-az n=l 

Using this result in (10) and letting a= p: we get 

p (z) = p (s ~ r) z 
r 1-az 

+(1-p) 1 
1-az 

00 00 

=r(l-a) :L an-lzn +(1-p) :L anzn 
n=l n=O 

00 

= r (1- a) z0 + L (1- a)(r +fa) an-lzn 
n=l 

00 

= (1-p)z 0 + L p(l-a)an-Izn 
n=l 

It is now clear that the probability that the fileserver is empty is the coefficient of z0
• That is, p

0 
= (1 -

p), as we obtained before. The probability that the fileserver has n 2: 1 requests is the coefficient of zn. That 

IS, 

This result is identical to that obtained in [ 1 0] using a different approach. 

Pn = p (1- a) an-I, n = 1, 2, ... 

4. Unfinished Work 

In this section we will determine the fileserver unfinished work U, defined as the number of slots needed 

to empty the file server from the requests present at the end of an arbitrary slot, henceforth called the tagged 

slot, assuming that no further requests will arrive after that slot. Again, it is clear that U is a RV, for which 

we will obtain the PGF. Our analysis will be carried out directly in steady state, unlike the case in Section 

3, where we started the analysis with the transient states. Here the transient states will have no role to play 

in the analysis. 

Let u" and U (z) be the distribution and PGF of U. That is, u" = Pr [U = n], n = 0, 1, ... , and 

U (z) ~ L00 

u zn = E [ zu]. Since Pis the steady fileserver occupancy, it represents the number of requests 
n~o n 

in the fileserver at the end of the arbitrary slot. Clearly, the unfinished work is but the total service time of 

these P requests. Let us assume that the P requests presents in the fileserver at the end of the tagged slot 

have been arranged for service in a certain order, and let ~i) be the service time of the ith request in that 

order. Clearly, then, 

It goes without saying that the ~il are independent and identically distributed (iid) RVs. Let xn and X (z) 

p 

u= .:L x(i) 
l = 1 

(11) 

be the common distribution and common PGF of the ~i)' That is, xn = Pr [X(i) = n] and X (z) = E [/(i)]. 

Then, from (11) it follows that 
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U (z) = E [z I.{= 1 X(i)~ 

= n~OE ~z Lr=lX(i)IP=n~Pr[P=n]= n~oE [z Lf= 1 Xci)]Pn 

Due to the independence of the X , we have 
(i) 

00 

U (z) = L (E [zX(i)])n Pn 
n=O 

oo n 
= L (X (z)) Pn 

n=O 

= P (X (z)) 

From the assumptions, x is given by 
n 

-n-1 O x = ss , n > 
n 

And thus X (z) is given by 
Ll 00 00 

X(z)= L xnzn = L ssn-l ,zn 
n=l n=l 

= ~ ( 1 - 1) = sz 
s 1-sz 1-sz 

Substituting for X (z) from (14) in (12), it follows that 

U (z) = p ( sz- ) 
1 -sz 

Substituting for P (z) from (9) in (15), we have 

(s- r) (r
1 

sz _ + r) 
-sz U (z) = ____ .::___~ 

- sz -

Note that if we puts= 1 in (160) we get 

= 

= 

sr----rs 
1-sz 

(s- r) (rsz + r- rsz) 

sr- srsz - szrs 
(s- r) (r- z + sz + rz) 

sr- ssz 

U (z) = r + rz, 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

which means that the unfinished work possesses the same distribution as the number of arrivals per slot, 

and that is intuitively appealing. 

5. Waiting Time 

As mentioned above, the waiting time W is defined as the interval spent in the fileserver by an arbitrary 

request, henceforth called the tagged request, arriving at the fileserver in an arbitrary slot, henceforth 

called the tagged slot. In other words, assuming that the slots are numbered conecutively, and that the 

tagged request arrives in slot m and departs in slot n, then W = n - m = 1, 2, .... As was the case in the 

unfinished work analysis, W will be analyzed below directly in steady state, since the transient states have 

no role to play here. 
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Let w", n = 1, 2, ... be the distribution of W. That is, w", = Pr [ W = n]. And, let W (z) be the PGF of W. 

That is, W(z) ~I."' Pr [W= n] / = E [zw]. It can be seen that W can be written as 
n~o 

W=U-8+X (17) 

where U is the unfinished work at the end of the slot before the tagged slot, 8 the number of slots elaps

ing at the end of the tagged slot from U, and X the service time of the tagged request. Clearly, 8 = 0, 1, is 

an indicator RV dependent on U with the following conditional distribution 

8. . = Pr [8 = i I U =1] = 11 if i = 1 J. > 0 z!U=; ' 

or i = 0, j = 0 

0 otherwise 

(18) 

As can be seen, the dependency between 8 and U shows in four cases: first, U = 0, 8 = 0, second, 

U= 0, 8 = 1, third, U> 0, 8 = 0, and finally, U> 0, 8 = 1. From (17), we get 

W(z)=E[zu- 0 +x] 

Since U and 8 are independent of X, it follows that 

W(z) E[zx]E[zu- 0
] 

The factor E [ zu- 8
] is evaluated as follows 

E [ zu- e] 

E(z)E[zu- 0
] 

E [ ZU-
0 I U= 0, 8 = 0] Pr [ U= 0, 8 = 0] 

+ E [ ZU-
0 I U= 0, 8 = 1] Pr [ U= 0, 8 = 1] 

+ E [ ZU-
0 

I U> 0, 8 = 0] Pr [ U> 0, 8 = 0] 

+ E [ ZU-
0 I U> 0, 8 = 1] Pr [ U> 0, 8 = 1] 

+ E [ z
0 
0] Pr [8 = 0 I U = 0] Pr [ U = 0] 

+ E [ z-
1
] Pr [8 = 1 I U = 0] Pr [ U = 0] 

+ E [ zu] Pr [8 = 0 I U> 0] Pr [ U> 0] 
U-1 + E [ z ] Pr [8 = 1 I U> 0] Pr [ U> 0] 

Substituting for the conditional probabilities from (18), we get 
U-0 U-1 

E[z ]= l.l.u
0
+0+0+E[z I U>O] .1.Pr[U>O] 

oo n-1 
=u +I.z u 

Q n= I n 
1 oo n 

= u + -(I. u z -u) 
0 Z n-O n 0 

Substituting forE [ zu-
0

] from (20) in (19) we get 

u0 (z- 1) + U (z) 
= z 

(
u0 (z-1) +U(z)J 

W(z) =X (z) z 
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But the probability u
0 

that the unfinished work is zero is but the probability p
0 

that the fileserver is 

empty. Thus, 

Substituting for X (z), U (z) and u
0 

from (14), 16 and (22) in (21), it follows that 

sz ((z-1)(s-r) (t-z +sz+rz)(s-r)) 
W (z) = --. + -------

1 - sz sz z(sr- ssz) 

sz (t-sz)(z-1)(s-r) +(t-z+sz+rz)(s-r) 
= 

1-sz zs (t-sz) 
z (s- r) 

= 
r-sz 

To find the distribution w,, of the waiting time W, the PGF W (z) will be rewritten as follows. 

It is now clear that w is 
1 

6. Expectations 

W (z) = s-r z 

r 1-~Z r 
00 i-1 

= s- r .L ( ~) zi 
r z = 1 r 

s-r(.s;·-1. wi=t t ,l =1,2, .... 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

In this section we will obtain the expectations for the occupancy and waiting time of the file server. First, 

using the PGF P(z), as given by (9), we can find the expected occupancy of the fileserver as follows. 

E[P] =P'(l) =A_ (s-r)(rz+t)l 
dz st- zr + rsz z~ 1 

= f (X (z)) n Pn = (sr- zr + rsz) r (s- r) + (s- r)(rz + r) rs- L 
1 

n=O (sr--zr+rsz) 2 

rr = s- r · (25) 

Second, the expected waiting time E [W] can be evaluated using two methods. The first method is by 

using Little's Theorem [2] which relates the expected occupancy with the expected time as follows 

Substituting forE [P] from (25) we get 

E [P] = rE[W] 

r 
E[W] = s-r 
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The second method is by using the PGF W (z), given by (23), as follows 

E [W] = W (1) 

= (s- r) r (r- sz) + sz (s- r) I 

(r-sz) 2 z~l 
(s- r + s) 

=----

= 
s-r 

r 
s-r 

which is the same result as (26) obtained from the fileserver occupancy using Little's formula. 

(27) 

In Figure 2, we plot the expected fileserver occupancy E[P] as a function of the arrival rater, for two 

constant service rates. Iri Figure 3, we plot E[W] as a function of the arrival rater, for two constant rates. 

We present the plots in continuous form for pleasent appearace, bearing in mind that they are actually dis

continuous. Notice that the highest value of r should be less than the lowest value for s for fileserver sta

bility. 
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Figure 2: Expected occupancy, E[P], vs. arrival rate, r. 
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Figure 3: Expected waiting time, E[W], vs. arrival rate, r. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper we studied the performance of a fileserver connected to many workstations, in an ATM net

work. We developed an analytical model for the fileserver, in the form of a discrete time queueing system. 

We have analyzed the three main delay measures: unfinished work, busy period, and waiting time. We 

have found the PGFs for all these measures, and the distribution and expectations for two of them. 

This work can be extended in many ways. For example, the server can be made finite. The service time 

can be assumed general. The server can handle the two classes with two service rates, instead of one. The 

arriving batches could be of mixed classes. And so on. In all these variations, this work can serve as a basis. 
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